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Listen to the song on our YouTube channel then complete the following tasks.
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https://youtu.be/rDb5IYK5rXg
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Task 1Use the following words and phrases in the sentences below.
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rip out              crawlpitch-black      look back stumble            figure out
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a) You can _______________ along the ground looking for worms for all I care!b) Students often _______________ a sheet of paper from their notebooks.c) When I _______________ on those days I realise I was truly happy.d) Can you _______________ how to do it?e) In their hurry, teachers often _______________ and spill their coffee all over the floor.f) The lights were off and it was _______________.
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Task 2Match the phrases with their definition.
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1) pick up the pieces2) look somebody in the eye3) suffer from delusions                        4) playing the losing game5) when all’s said and done6) bite your tongue
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a) to look directly at someone when you are speaking to them, especially to show that you are not afraid of them or that you are telling the truthb) to stop yourself from saying what you really think, even though this is difficultc) to have a false belief about yourself or the situation you are ind) to try persistently and with great effort to do or achieve something that is ultimately doomed to faile) restore one's life or a situation to a more normal state after a shock or disasterf) used to remind someone about an important point that needs to be considered
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Task 3Write your own example sentences with these words and phrases.
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a) to rise up_____________________________________________________________b) to be one step closer to something / to doing something _____________________________________________________________c) to head somewhere_____________________________________________________________d) to feel small_____________________________________________________________e) to lose it all_____________________________________________________________f) to have doubts_____________________________________________________________
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Task 4What does this line mean to you? "One lucky ride don't make a happy life..."
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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How to win your Conversation Course with a qualified teacher from EnglandStep 1 - Complete the four tasks aboveYou can use PDF-XChange Editor to work directly in this worksheet.You can also type your answers in a Word document. Alternatively, you can write your answers on paper, take a photo of your work and send it to us.Step 2 - Email us your answers until 31st May 2022Attach your PDF, Word or picture and email it to us at courses@knowledgepond.co.uk Step 3 - Wait for our email with details on your courseEveryone who takes part in this challenge wins the opportunity to participate in the course.
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Information about meName: ______________________Age: _____________City & country: _______________________________WhatsApp/LINE/ Phone: + _______________________Email: __________________________________




